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This paper presents periodic analogs of the spectral and oscrllation theory 
associated with the classical Strum-Liouville eigenvalue problem. Following 
Gantmacher and Krem and Karhn, these results are deduced from total 
positivity propertres of the Green’s functions mvolved. 
INTRODUCTION 
The results of this paper are periodic analogs of the spectral and oscillatory 
properties exhibited by the classical Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem: 
-(p(x)u’)’ + &)u = Au (0 d x d 11, 
w(O) - p(O)u’(O) = 0, WL) 
du(l) + P(lb’U) = 0, 
where P(X) > 0, g(x) 3 0 are continuous and c, d > 0 with c2 + d2 > 0. 
As is well-known, CSL possesses an infinite number of simple eigenvalues 
ho, 4 , A2 ,**- such that 0 < h, < h, < h, < *.. and h, -+ + 00. Moreover, an 
eigenfunction & corresponding to h, has exactly 71 (nodal) zeros in (0, 1) 
and the zeros of $,+r and & strictly interlace. 
Krein and Gantmacher [I] showed that these fundamental spectral and 
oscillatory properties of the classical Sturm-Liouville problem may be viewed 
as direct consequences of the total positivity (see Definition 1.2) of the 
Green’s function for the problem. Subsequently, extensive studies have 
revealed several classes of boundary-value problems (BVP) with separated 
boundary conditions (BC) whose associated Green’s functions are totally 
positive or, at least, sign-regular (see Definition 1.2). As in the CSL problem, 
these BVF”s exhibit a rich oscillation theory. The principal contributers in 
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this area are Gantmacher and Krein [l], Karlm [5, 61, Karon [lo], and 
Krein [ll]. 
Motivated by the studies above and the observation that numerous vibrating 
physical systems admit mathematical descriptions as boundary-value 
problems with periodic boundary conditions, Karlin and Lee [8] undertook 
the study of the total positivity properties of an extensive class of periodic 
boundary-value problems whose differential operators are of Polya type W [12]. 
It is intrinsic to the periodic case (cf. Karlm and Lee [S]) that the Green’s 
function cannot be totally positive; however, enough sign-consistency (see 
Def. 1.1) is preserved to endow these periodic BVP’s with the extensive 
oscillatton and spectral properties developed here. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND MAIN RESULTS 
We review briefly several definitions from total positivity theory. The reader 
may refer to Karhn [5] or Karlin and Lee [8] for further elaboration of these 
concepts. 
Let X and S be linearly ordered sets and G(x, s) a real function defined on 
X x S. The p-dtmensional (open) simplex in XD = X x .. x X (p copies 
of X) is denoted AD(X): 
A,(X) = {x = (Xl ,..., x9) 1 x1 < ... < x, , x, E X}. 
When X = S we abbreviate d,(X) to A, . The determinant function 
defined on A,(X) x A,(S) is called the compound kernel of order p induced by 
G(x, 4. 
DEFINITION 1.1. In the above context, G(x, s) is called sign-consistent of 
order p (SC,) if there is a signature Ed = f 1 such that 
G%I(~, 4 Z 0 
for all (x, s) E A,(X) x A,(S). 
DEFINITION 1.2. G(x, s) is sign-regular of order n (SR,) if it is SC, for 
p = 1, 2,..., n. G(x, s) is totally positive of order n (TP,) if it is SR, with 
signatures bg = fl forp = 1,2 ,..., n. 
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DEFINITION I .3. A real function G(x, S) defined on [a, b) >( [a, b) (and 
which may be regarded as extended periodically m each variable) is called 
cyclic tot&y positive of order 21 + 1 (CTP,,,,) if all the odd-order compounds 
%4x, s) 3 0 (p = 1, 3,..., 21 + 1) 
for x, s E A, = A,([a, 6)). For the rest of this paper a = 0, b = 2~ and 
A, = A,(P, 274. 
Remark 1.1. If G(x, s) is TP, (or CTP,,-i) for all n = 1, 2 ,..., we say 
G(x, S) is TP, (or CTP,) or simply TP (or CTP). 
The class of periodic boundary-value problems we shall discuss is defined 
as follows: Let {y,(x)}~=, be real functions defined on [0, 21~1 which are of 
continuity class Cr[O, 2771 and satisfy 
J’ 
277 
Y?(X) dx jr 0 (i = I, 2 )...) Y). 
0 
(1.1) 
Define 
D, = D + YJ, 
D,’ = -D + yJ (2 = I, 2,..., r; D = d/dx), (1.2) 
D, = D,” =I, 
and let B, be either a D, or a D, *. Define an vth order differential operator 
&- by 
- I 
L,u = D,D,-, . D,u (1.3) 
and associate to it the generalized periodic boundary conditions 
Q . D,&u(O) = II, ,. D,d,u(27r), (1.4) 
wherej = 0, I,..., Y - 1. We denote these BC by @‘, . It is also convenient 
to let d, stand for the class of all Cr[O, 2n]-functions satisfying the BC 2,) 
and to take @‘, for the domain ofE, . 
Remark 1.2. If all the y2’s are periodic the BC g’, are equivalent to the 
purely periodic ones u(j)(O) = z&)(277) (j = 0, I,..., r - 1). Also, the choice 
of the basic interval as [0, 2771 was dictated by convenience; any other finite 
mterval would serve equally well. 
Remark 1.3. The continuity restrictions on the y’s may be weakened 
considerably. For example, it suffices that ylc E C+“[O, 27r] for k = 1, 2,..., r. 
Karlin and Lee [8] have shown that the BVP determined by (1.3)-( 1.4) has 
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Green’s function, say, e,(x, S) which is CTP,; moreover, necessary and 
sufficient conditions are given establishing when strict inequality holds m the 
relation (c,)tpl(x, s) > 0 (p odd; x, s E D,). This strict inequality condition 
1s crucial in several applications. In particular, the following result, which 
IS a weak form of Theorem 1.3 of Karlm and Lee [8], summarizes those 
total posrtrvrty properties of er(x, S) which will be needed here. 
‘rHEOREiX1 A. The Green’s function e,(x, s) associated with (1.3)-(1.4) is 
CTP,, . ;IZoreover, zf x = (x1 ,..., x9), s = (sl ,..., sp) E A, and p is odd, then 
F-%ll(x~ s) > 0, 
whenever the coordinates of x and s sntzsfy 
0 :=_ N, , s, x 9,~+1 1 S I-t1 < 27r 
for i = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. 
In regard to Theorem A, we may further assert that the Green’s function 
is positive definite if the BVP (1.3)-( 1.4) is self-adjomt. We adopt the following 
convenient notation m the self-adjomt case: Let 
I’~JI~~u = D,* .. D,*D, . D,u (1.3),, 
and associate with Ma, the self-adjoint BC 
D,* ... D,*D, 1.. D,D,u(O) = D,* .‘. D,*D, ‘.. D,D,u(2n), 
. . . 
DID&O) = D1D,,u(2n), 
D&O) = D,u(~T~), 
(1.4)x, 
which are denoted 4 1 *d T * 
THEOREM B. The Green’s function ez,(x, s) associated wzth (1.3),,( 1.4),, 
is positive dejinzte (i.e., (c:r)lu~(x, x) > 0 for all x E A, and p = 1, 2, 3,...) in 
addition to possessing the properties asserted in Theorem L4. 
We exploit the CTP psoperties of the Green’s function G~(x, s) by replacing 
the eigenvalue problem (EVP) 
t,u = Au 
UEB’, (1.5) 
by the equivalent EVP 
u(x) = h s 2n c&x, s) u(s) ds (1.6) 0 
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for the kernel cr(x, s). Thus we are led to consider the EVP: 
6(x) = h Jzn K(x, s) 4(s) ds, (1.7) 
where k-(x, s) is a bounded measurable, not necessarrly symmetric kernel 
which is contmuous except possibly on the diagonal x = s and satisfies 
K[pl(X, s) 2 0 for x, s Ed, (p = 1, 3, 5 ,...) 
GJl(X~ s) > 0 whenever 1) x - s IlD < cD (c, > 0), 
(1.8) 
where (1 . /I9 1s the usual Euclidean norm on Iwfl and eD are fixed positive 
numbers. 
Remark 1.4. By vrrtue of Theorem A, the Green’s function irr(zc, s) 
satisfies all the requirements placed on K(x, s). Hence the results below are 
applicable to the EVP (1.5). 
Remark 1.5. The smoothness restrictions imposed on K(x, s) could be 
substantially relaxed in what follows. It would suffice to assume that K(x, s) 1s 
such that sr K(x, s)f(s) ds IS continuous for ~EL~[O, 2~1. However, such 
added generality 1s not needed here. We merely wish to indicate that the 
results below remam valid under these weaker assumptions. 
It is well-known that the eigenvalues of (1.7) are the zeros of the Fredholm 
determinant 
D(h) = 1 + f g J 
m=l ' 
[o 2 , hdx, 4 dx- 
. nm 
If (1.7) has eigenvalues, we list them as /\,, , Xl , X, , . . . with the convention that 
I Al I < I A, I d I4 I < . and that each ergenvalue 1s repeated to rts 
multiplicity as a root of D(/\) = 0. Our first result is: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let K(x, s) be a bounded, measurable kernel satisfying (1.8) 
and the regularity properties mentioned below (1.7). Then K(x, s) has an inJinite 
number of eigenvalues A, , A, , A, , . . . and if each eigenvalue is repeated to its 
multiplicity as a root of D(X) = 0, then 
(1) O<&<lU <I& <I& <IL <l&I <l&i <“‘, 
(2) h,,-lX,, > 0 (1 = 1, 2 )... ), 
(3) complex eigenvalues of K(x, s) occur in conjugate pairs. 
The proofs of the results stated here and below are given in Section 2. 
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The results of Theorem 1.1 apply at once to the EVP (1.5). For the self- 
adjoint EVP 
(1*5)sa 
the positive definiteness of c,,.( X, s in conjunction with Theorem 1.1 yields ) 
COROLLARY 1.1. The EVP (1 .5)sa has an znfnite number of real eigenvalues 
A, , A, , A, ,... and if each eigenvalue is repeated to its multipliczty as a root of 
D(A) = 0, then 
0 < A, < A, < A, < A, &- A, < A, < A, < . . . . 
Remark 1.6. It is clear from (l)-(3) that the smallest eigenvalue of K(x, s) 
is simple, that the multiplicity of any eigenvalue is at most two, and that all 
nonreal eigenvalues are simple. Furthermore, if I = 1 and y,(x) ZG 1, 
(1.5),, is the familiar EVP 
-d + u = Au 
u(0) = 424 
u’(0) = u’(2n) 
whose eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions are, respectively, 
1, 1 + 12, 1 + 12, 1 + 22, I + 22, . . . 
1, cos x, sin x, cos 2x, sin 2x, .... 
Thus the inequality sign in X2,-, < X,, need not be sharp. 
In the self-adjoint case each eigenvalue h, has a corresponding (normalized) 
eigenfunction & and we shall show that the sequence do , 4, , +2 ,... enjoys 
the periodic analog of the nodal-interlacing property exhibited by the 
eigenfunctions of the CSL problem. In fact, we shall also estabhsh these 
properties in the nonself-adjoint case where the possibiIity of generalized 
eigenfunctions must be considered. To state these results concisely, we 
recall the following standard definitions from approximation theory (cf. 
Karlm and Studden [9]). 
DEFINITION 1.4. A system of 2n-periodic, real-valued, continuous 
functions f. , fi ,...,. fiL is called a periodic T-system provided 
E2tt1 0 f A ..’ ~f2d4 = cZlil Wlf,(~,)ll > 0 
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for all x E4a1+i and some signature ~~~~~ = *l. A function of the form 
CT:, a, fi is called an f-polynomial. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let .f be contmuous. An isolated zero xU off IS called a 
rtonnodul zero if f mamtams a fixed sign near x,, . All other zeros off are called 
nodal zeros or nodes. 
Remark I .7. The defining condition of a periodic T-system guarantees 
that all the zeros of an f-polynomial are isolated; therefore, the nodal zeros 
of such a polynomial are those at which a sign change occurs. 
DEFINITION 1.6. If ‘&’ a,fi is an f-polynomial, Z,(~~‘a,fJ denotes the 
number of zeros of xi’ a,fi in [0,27r) where nonnodal zeros are counted 
twice and nodal zeros are counted once. &(&” a, fJ stands for the number of 
(distinct) nodal zeros of xi’ a,fi m [0, 2~). 
Let K(x, S) be a kernel with the properties listed below (I .7) and let 
A” > 4, A, 3. . be its eigenvalues enumerated as in Theorem 1.1. Each elgen- 
value h, is a root of D(/\) = 0. Moreover, if /1, has multiplicity ml, as a root of 
D(X) = 0, Goursat [2, 31 has shown that there exist m, (and not more than ml,) 
hnearly mdependent contmuous functions +k,l , $k,z ,..., 4b,l,rl such that 
AI, s Jn A-(x, s) C&~(S) ds = %,bn,1 + .-I + %-A-l i L (1.9) 0 
for 01 == I, 2 ,..., m, . That is, the functions ~$~,i ..., +s,m, are generalzzed 
eigenfunctions belonging to h, and form a basis for the generahzed ergenspace 
belonging to X, . We call the sequence 
formed by Juxtaposing these generalized eigenfunctions a full sequence of 
generalized et~enfunctions belongzng to K(x, s). 
Remark 1.8. If the kernel K(x, s) is symmetrrc, the sequence {I$~, r+$ ,$s ,. ..} 
consists solely of eigenfunctrons which belong, respectively, to (A0 , A1 , X, , . . .I. 
In the general case, the generalized eigenspace IS at most two dimensional 
(Theorem 1 l-(l)), i.e., 1 < m,C < 2. 
Remark 1.9. The sequence {+o , $i ,...> is, of course, not uniquely 
determined; however, if {go , & ,...> is another full sequence of generalized 
eigenfunctions belonging to K(x, s), then each function in any initial segment 
of {do Y $1 ,...I is expressible as a finite combination of the functions $ and 
vice versa. 
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The followmg theorem delimits the oscillatory properties of the system 
&I J $1 7 $2 v:. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1. I prevail and assume 
additionally that K(x, s) zs 2n-periodic in x(s) for eachfixed s(x). Let A,, , A, , A, , . . . 
be the ezgenvalues of K(x, s) and 4” , #Q ,+, ,... be a full system of generalized 
eigenfunctions belongzng to K(x, s). Then 
(1) For each 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,... the tnztzal segment (do , r& ,..., &,I is a 
periodic T-system. In particular, & mazntains afixed sign on [0, 27r). 
(2) dzlPI and & (1 = 1, 2,...) each have exacttv 21 nodal zeros in [0, 2~) 
and no other zeros; moreover, the zeros of $21--1 and &,r strzct2y interlace. 
(3) For 0 < k < 21 the &polynomtal 
satisfies 
where N(4) 3 k or k + 1 accordzng as k is even or odd. 
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, we have 
COROLLARY 1.2. The self-adjoint EVP (1.5),, has an in$nite number of 
eigenvalues 0 < A, < A1 < AZ < AS :g A, < .. wzth corresponding eigen- 
functions do ,+, ,$, , . . . such that 
(a) do mazntains a$xed sign on [0, 27r), 
(b) &-, and &r (1 = 1, 2,...) both have 21 nodal zeros and no other 
zeros in [0, 27r), 
(c) the nodes of &--1 and&t strictly interlace. 
Remark 1.10. Results similar to Theorems 1 .l and 1.2 hold for the 
odd-periodic BVP determined by (1.3) together with the odd-periodic BC’s 
fi, . . . DIDOU(0) = -D, ... Dl&4(24 (1.4)’ 
for j = 0, I,..., r - 1. The reasoning needed to analyze (1.3)-(1.4)’ is 
analogous to that employed in the periodic case and will be omitted. 
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2. PROOFS 
The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 are based on a modification of Jentzsch’s 
theorem [4] (which states that a continuous kernel K(x, s) > 0 on [a, b] 
has a pcsitive eigenvalue and a corresponding positive eigenfunction) and on 
a theorem of Schur [13]. The analysis here is in the spirit of Krein and 
Gantmacher [l], where only symmetric kernels are treated, and Karlin [7]. 
The modification of Jentzsch’s theorem we require is 
THEOREM C. Let K(x, s) be a bounded, measurable kernel on [a, b] x [a, b] 
subject to the restrictions: 
(i) K(x, s) 3 0 
(ii) there is an interval I = (-6, E), E > 0, fog which K(x, s) > 0 
whenever x - s E I. 
Then the kernel K(x, s) possesses a positive eigenvalue A, which is a simple root 
of the Fredholm determinant D(A) and which is smaller in modulus than any 
other eigenvalues of K(x, s). The corresponding eigenfunction may be chosen 
strictly positive on [a, b]. 
The proof of this result follows the argument in Jentzsch [4] except for 
slight modifications which we indicate briefly. Jentzsch used the full strength 
of the assumption K(x, s) > 0 (as opposed to K(x, s) 3 0) on [a, b] only to 
prove that 
k, = 
s K(5, , 65) KC& , &) Ws > kd 6 d& d& > 0 (2.1) [a&l3 
which allowed him to prove that D(X) had a zero A, > 0 of minimal modulus 
and to show that the corresponding eigenfunction 4s > 0 was actually 
strictly positive on [a, b]. It is easy to see that (ii) implies that the integrand 
in (2.1) is strictly positive on a set of positive Lebesgue measure and hence 
the validity of (2.1) follows. Once this is established, Jentzsch’s argument 
reveals that K(x, s) has a minimal, positive eigenvalue A,, > 0 and a corre- 
sponding eigenfunction 4, > 0. It remains to show that (bO > 0. The 
eigenfunction +a satisfies 
A,(x) = hn s, K(‘% 4 A,(s) ds, (2.2) 
where S, = {s 1 C,,(s) > 0} h as osi ive Lebesgue measure, m(S,,) > 0, and p t 
KYX? 4 = J,. bl”-l I+, 41) K(& , 52) a** K(L, , S) dt, *** dL, (2.3) 
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is the n-th iterated kernel of K(x, s). By partitioning [a, b] into a finite number 
of closed subintervals of positive lengths less than 42, it is easily confirmed 
that there is a closed interval J’ C [a, b] of length at most e/2 such that 
J = S, n /’ has positive measure, W(J) > 0. Further, for each fixed 
x E [a, b] and all s E J there is an n = n(x, l ) suitably large that there exist 
points El ,..., En-1 with x - 5, E I, t1 - t2 6 I ,..., tn-r - s E 1. Moreover, 
these relations persist if each l, IS perturbed slightly; thus Zn)(x, s) > 0 
for s E j, m(J) > 0. Using this information m (2.2), it follows that d,(x) > 0 
for N E [a, b]. No further adjustments are needed in Jentzsch’s proof so 
Theorem C is established. Theorem C may also be deduced from several 
abstractions of Jentzsch’s theorem once the positrvrty property AY)(x, s) > 0 
for s E /with m(J) > 0 is known. 
Remark 2.1. The posrtivity of K(x, s) in a full neighborhood of the main 
diagonal is critical in Theorem C. In fact, the kernel 
!’ fqx, s) = ,. X<S 
stx 
which is even TP, has no positive eigenvalues-indeed no eigenvalue at 
all-but satisfies all the preceding requirements except for positrvity near the 
diagonal. 
Remark 2.2. Theorem C generalizes directly to kernels defined on the 
p-dimensional simplex d, (p = 2, 3,...). 
Remark 2.3. The domain 9 of the integral operator 
W(x) = j” W, 4 f(s) ds 
a 
has not been specified m Theorem C. Possible choices of 9 are L,(d), 
1 < p < +co. Further, if K(x, s) satisfies the regularity properties below 
(1.7) we may choose 9 = C[a, b]. 
The proof of Theorem 1 .l exploits the fundamental result of Schur [13] 
relating the EVP’s 
and 
Q(x) = fl IAp &,I(x, s) Q(S) & (1*7h,L 
where &,1(x, s) is the pth compound kernel of K(x, s): 
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THEOREM D. Let K(x, s) be a bounded, measurable kernel with the regularsty 
condztions mentioned below (I .7) of S ec zon 1. [K(x, s) need not satisfy (1.8), t. 
however.] Let A, , A, , A, ,... be the set (possibly empty) of eigenvalues of K(x, s) 
enumerated as zn Theorem 1.1. Then 
are the totality of eigenvalues for the pth compound kernel Kc,l(x, s). Each 
such eigenvalue automatzcally OCCUYS to zts proper multiplicity as a root of the 
Fredholm determinant &(A). 
Remark 2.4. Theorem D implies, m partrcular, that if K(x, s) has fewer 
than p ergenvalues, then either Kl,,(x, s) = 0 or K~,,l(x, s) has no eigenvalues. 
Proof of Theorem I I. All the odd-order compounds &J(x, s) satisfy 
conditrons (l)-(u) of Theorem C (see Remark 2.2) because K(x, s) satrsfies 
(1.8). Thus &,l(x, s) has a smallest positive ergenvalue and correspondmg 
positive eigenfunction. Referring to Remark 2.4, it follows that K(x, s) has 
p ergenvalues for each odd p. In particular, K(x, s) possesses an infinite 
sequence of ergenvalues A, , /\i , Aa ,... which we enumerate as in Theorem 1.1. 
Set p = 2Z+ 1. The smallest eigenvalue of K[zl+ll(x, s) is, by Theorem D, 
AA ... &,-,A,, > 0. (2.4) 
Smce thus eigenvalue is sample and smallest in modulus of all ergenvalues of 
kr[zl+ll(x, s), it follows (Theorem D) that 
Consequently, 1 h,r+, 1 > ( h,, ) which proves (1) of Theorem 1.1, 
To prove (2) notice that 
A”X, .. &1+2 > 0. (2.5) 
This mequahty together with (2.4) yields &L+l/\eL+z > 0 (I = 0, 1, 2,...). 
Finally, (3) holds because the Fredholm determinant D(h) is an entire 
function of X whose power series expansion mvolves only real coefficients. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (1) {do ,..., &} is a periodic T-system for 
I = 0, 1,2,. . . 
An application of the basic composition formula of total posrtrvrty theory 
(see Karlin [5, p. 171) yields the useful formula 
Kdf, * *.a rt f,) = ICfl A s.3 A h-fV, (2.6) 
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wheref, ,...,f, E C(d) and 
&Dlf (x) = J J, G1(x1 S)f b) ds (2.7) 
for p = 1, 2, 3,... and fs C(d,) Settmg f( = Q, m (2.6) and making use of 
the “triangular” form of (1.9) together with the elementary properties of 
determinants, we deduce that 
A”4 ~2&1-1 d40 A . A &) = 4” A . A &[ . (2 8) 
Since +s A . A #a1 F 0 (recall d0 ,..., & are lmearly independent) and 
Vl . . ,4aL has a one-dimensional ergenspace spanned by a strictly positive 
ergenfunctron (Theorem C), we conclude that there 1s a signature ~ar+r == $ I 
such that 
%~l 4J 0 * A &[+l ‘:- 0 (2.9) 
on d,,+r (I = 0, 1, 2,...). The periodrcrty of the 4’s follows from (1.9) and the 
periodicrty of k’(s, s). This proves (1) of Theorem 1.2. 
We next prove (3) of Theorem 1.2. 
(3) If 4 =; C:L, a&+,(x uL3 :y 0), then N($) < Z,(+) < 21 where 
N(4) 3 K or k + 1 according as k 1s even or odd. 
The inequality Z,(4) ~1 21 IS true for a?ly $-polynomial of the periodic 
T-system {+a ,...,&) (cf. Karlin and Studden [9, Chap. 61). In proving the 
other mequahty, we need only show N(+) > k because the periodrcrty of (b 
implies that N(4) is even. 
To prove N(4) > k we mtroduce a full sequence of generalized eigen- 
functions for the kernel 6*(x, s) = K(s, x) of the adjomt problem 
t,h(s) = h j-:” K(x, s) #(.I,) dx. (1.7)* 
Appealing to standard results from the theory of integral equatrons (e.g., 
Goursat [3]), we can choose the generalized eigenfunctions z,!J~,~, .., $k,,,, 
belonging to X, so that they are biorthogonal to the generalized eigenfunctioni 
d hw, le.1 >..*, introduced in (I .9). Define 
c?b 9 41 Y-1 = +Al,l >.‘.T 1ClO,rn,,? h j-.-> ~l,m, ,...I- 
Then {&}& and {#lr}TZ,, form a brorthogonal system. Evidently {$Q, ,..., 4a1} 
(I = 0, 1, 2 ,...) also forms a periodic T-system because k-*(x, s) satrsfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 and conclusron (1) of Theorem 1.2 has been 
proven. 
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While provmg N(4) 2 k we may assume (without loss of generality) 
that 4(O) # 0 because of periodlcity and the fact (Remark 1.7) that the zeros 
of C+ are isolated. Since b, is periodic, it has an even number of nodal zeros in 
(0,27r). Let these nodes be 0 < t1 < ‘. < fZP < 277 (N($) = 29) and form 
the +polynomlal, 
! Cll~&;) *.. #“(t22D) 4d4 1 
z/i(x) = ; 
hcfl) : *.- #2,(42,) d4 ’ 
(0 < x 0 24, 
of the periodic T-system {I+$, ,..., &J. By Its definition, $ possesses nodes at 
55 I...> &, . Since Z,(G) -(: 2p, $J has no other zeros in [0,2~]. Evidently then, 
However, if 2~ -< k each & (; > K) is orthogonal to CC,!+, ,... &,} contradicting 
(2.10). Thus, 2p 3 k and Z,(4) > N(4) = 2p >, k proving (3) of Theorem 1.2. 
The first statement m (2) of Theorem 1.2 follows directly from (3). We 
prove a slightly more general result to be used below. 
LEMMA 2.1. The $-polynomial 4 = a&-1 + b&., (a2 + b2 > 0) has 
precisely 21 nodes in [0, 277) and no further zeros there. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2-(3), 
Thus, 45 has 21 nodes and no further zeros m [0,2rr). /j 
Only the Interlacing of the roots of q&l01 and $21 remains to be shown. 
This will follow from the corollaries to 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 < 01~ K CQ < * < 01~~ in aZlfl = 01~ + 29 where 
01~ ,..., CQ are the nodes of q&, in [0, 2~). Then the function h = $21--l/$2t has no 
relative extrema on I, = (LX, , OL,+~), 1 = 1, 2 ,..., 21. 
Proof. If h, = h(&,), ZZ ~1, , is a relative extremum of h, then h(x) - h, 
has a nonnodal zero at x = 5L1 . The same is, therefore, true of b(x) = 
42Lw(w - h,) = Ad.4 - W2,( x in contradiction to Lemma 2.1. jj ) 
COROLLARY 2.1. h = #J~~-J$,~ is strictly monotone on each I, (i = 1, 2,..., 21). 
Proof. If the continuous function h were not monotone on I, , then an 
elementary argument shows that h has a relative extremum in 1, , a contra- 
diction. Likewise, h can have no interval of constancy. 1) 
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COROLLARY 2.2. For each i = 1, 2 ,..., 21 the limits 
and llm h(x) = Z,+ 2-U,+ 
both exzst as extended real numbers and neither limit is finite. 
Proof. By monotonicity, both limits E,- and 1,~ exist. Moreover, both are 
infinite provided $al-l and $a1 do not have a common node at 01, . If 01, is a 
common node of 421-r and Car and the corollary were false one of the following 
alternatives would hold: 
(i) Exactly one of Z,- and I,+ 1s finite; 
(ii) Both I,- and I,+ are finite but not equal; 
(iii) Both I,- and Z,+ are finite and equal such that h is monotone near 
.r = at; 
(iv) I,- = I,+ = r (finite) in such a way that h is monotone in opposite 
senses for x < 01, and x > 0~~ , respectively. 
The corollary will be established by showing that each of (i)-(iv) is in 
contradiction with Lemma 2.1. If (i) or (ii) holds, fix a real number r m the 
open interval determined by I,- and I,+ while if (iii) holds, set Y = I,- = l,+. 
Then the $-polynomial 4 = &-r - r&r has a nonnodal zero at x = 0~~ as 
is evident from the factorization + = $2L(h - Y) valid for x f az near (Y, . 
This contradicts Lemma 2.1. Assume lastly that (iv) holds and consider the 
+-polynomial 
where 4 = &r-i - t&r = +,,(h -- r). F or sufficiently small nonzero E chosen 
negative if h(x) < Y and positive if h(x) >, r near x = 01~ , the &polynomial +B 
has at least (2Z- 1) + 2 = 2Z+ 1 nodes: Indeed, the zeros of + are nodal and 
hence for small E the &polynomial 4c has a node near each node of 4 different 
from 01% , while the node 01, of + “splits” mto two nodes of 4,. Thus 
N(#,) >, 2Z+ 1 contradicting Lemma 2.1. I/ 
On the basis of Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2, we deduce that h = &,r-&ar maps 
each 1, (i = 1, 2,..., 21) monotonically onto (-00, m). In particular, h and 
therefore $~a~-, must have a nodal zero /3, ~1, (; = 1, 2,..., 21). Since 
Z,(&,) = 21, +arel has no further zeros m [01i , a1 + 277) and the nodes of 
&r-r and $a1 interlace as required (If ,k&r E [2n, 2n + CQ) it may be replaced 
by a (periodically) equivalent node m [0, ai).) The proof of Theorem 1.2 is 
complete. jj 
Remark 2.5. A close connection exists between the periodic and odd- 
periodic EVP’s discussed here. Results m this direction will be forthcoming. 
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